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MXKEY SL3 UNLIMITED activation

MXKEY SL3 UNLIMITED activation is based right now on credit system and allows to make unlimited unlock of SL3 phones

using your PC as a server for code generation. To be able to unlock unlimited quantity of SL3 BB5 phones customer needs to

have 100 pcs of special SL3 credits. Our service allows to add these 100 credits to your account so you can start unlock

without any limits.

FOR THIS ACTIVATION THERE IS NO SHIPPING COST - THIS SERVICE IS DELIVERED BY E-MAIL USING SUCH PAYMENT

METHOD AS CREDIT CARD, PAYPAL, MONEYBOOKERS, WESTERN UNION OR T/T BANK TRANSFER. 

ACTIVATION IS ONE TIME PAID - JUST ACTIVATE SL3 ON YOUR MXKEY AND GET UNLIMITED UNLOCKING FOR ANY

SUPPORTED SL3 PHONE. FULL PROCESS OF CODE GENERATION IS DONE ON YOUR PC - PLEASE CHECK HARDWARE

REQUIREMENTS BELOW

Supported models:

2690 (RM-635)

2700 Classic (RM-561)

2700c-2 (RM-561)

2730 Classic (RM-578)

2730c-1b (RM-579)

3600 Slide (RM-352)

3720 Classic (RM-518)

3720c-2 (RM-518)

5130 (RM-495)

5130c-2 (RM-495)

5130 XpressMusic (RM-495)

5310 XpressMusic (RM-303)

5730s (RM-465)

5730s-1 XpressMusic (RM-465)

5800d-1 (RM-356)

6300 (RM-217)

6303 Classic (RM-443)

6500 Slide (RM-240)

6500 Classic (RM-265)

E63 (RM437)

E71-1 (RM-346)

N97-1 (RM-505)

N97-1 N97i (RM-505)

N97-3 (RM-507)

N97-4 (RM-555)

N97-4 mini (RM-55

SL3 phones with supported rootkey hash:

38F312750F686F9FC9B1B3778774A195

9A28E119033B91D14D22838C86D0D53C

9DDBFCFE6E73CED7D8C6268C8EB85723

A5404AE83A594ECADEE532F0C236BFA6

http://www.gsm-support.net/
https://www.gsm-support.net/en/mxkey-sl3-unlimited-activation-p1815


BAF3A9C3DBFA8454937DB77F2B8852B1

CAEEBB65D3C48E6DC73B49DC5063A2EE

E9EFF4BFAA5393217CA6B17755FC3E14

F2D76DFAFD66C7F195F278417DF05888

F682624FFB08F6D955DBE7D9C0485084

FCB5C510AF7F09F313D9BDE85A707CC0

Screenshot from BruteForce method SL3 unlock:

Requirements:

- an activated MXKEY with SL3 credit (one time activation)

- MXKEY suite v3.4 revision 1.7

- PC with supported GPU such as: AMD/ATI HD-4XXX or HD-5XXX, or NVIDIA with CUDA support

- Internet Connection

Features after activation:

 unlock Sl3 Nokia phones by bruteforce - without credits/without limits

FAQ:

Question: What is the price and time for activation ?

Answer: Activation we make in few minutes from payment received and confirmed. Price for activation is shown in our shop

- if you need to purchase bigger QTY let us know.

Question: I purchased my MxKey few days ago - do I get this activation for free while I have not registered/used my dongle

yet ?

Answer: The answer is NO - this is optional and additional activation.

Question: How activation process looks like ? What if I need to make many activaitons ?

Answer: Activation is made using your MxKey SN - you need to enter it in comments of your order. Once activation is done

you will receive e-mail from us.

Question: How long do I need to wait for a code generation ?

Answer: Average medium unlocking time (e.g. if have 100 phones, this is total time spent to unlock this 100 phones divided

by 100):

ATI HD 5850: ~55 hours

ATI HD 5870: ~43 hours

ATI HD 5970: ~24 hours

Dual ATI HD 5970: ~12 hours

Please do NOT make confusion regarding Maximum Unlocking time or some ONLY ONE phone unlocking time. These times

depend mainly on how lucky or unlucky you were on JUST ONE SPECIFIC phone. For that reason we can NOT

provide/calculate this value for ONLY ONE phone. E.g. sometimes you could be lucky and get code just after 5 minutes,

sometimes you could be unlucky and get code in some longer time (need search almost whole 15 digits key-space). BUT,

based on statistical laws, if you have enough phones (let's say 50-100), we can aproximate the average medium unlocking

time.

Question: Is there any movie showing how to Unlock Sl3 phones using MxKey ?

Answer: Yes - you can view it here - http://www.mx-key.com/sl3gpu.html

Complete contains:

- 100 SL3 credits for Nokia unlimited unlock. For activation we need to establish communication with Your PC using

Teamviewer.
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